
Blockchain-based Data and AI provider Hut34’s 
investment round media call

Introducing the Hut34 Network, where data and digital services big and small can monetise their knowledge and content seamlessly.

Executive summary

Artificial Intelligence (AI), Internet of Things (IoT) and other digital content 
services have deep wells of knowledge about their own unique areas whether 
it’s banking, engineering or gaming. General search tolls like Google, Alexa or 
Siri spread a very wide net across the whole online world but lack the deep 
focus or context we often need. What if you could have the best of both worlds?

Imagine the 2DayWeather app delivers forecasts and the DailyLaugh app serves jokes. 
A user engaged with DailyLaugh decides they want to know tomorrow’s forecast, so they 
execute a query in DailyLaugh’s UI and the Hut34 network (which both services are a part of) 
sources and delivers 2DayWeather’s forecast using reputation-based machine learning tools.
 The user is happy because they haven’t had to leave DailyLaugh interface, DailyLaugh’s 
developer is happy because they’ve retained the attention of the user, and 2DayWeather is 
happy because the Hut34 Network assigns them a fee for using their content.
 How big a field could this be? Facebook Messenger was home to 100,000 chatbots in 
April 2017. The service has 1.9bn monthly active users. That’s a lot of people accessing 
content generated by chatbots and other digital services.
 As an SME digital content provider, it’s hard to get a toehold? Most data is either 
fragmented across standalone, siloed platforms or jealously controlled as corporate IP.
 The Hut34 Network is a democratised data economy. You control the UI and customer 
experience as you do today, but any information that comes from other services on the 
Network is available to your users. AI-driven ranking systems and operator-specified controls 
then combine to ensure users get the best information every time, and if they connect with 
your information through another service, you receive a payment, all of it managed and 
executed in the background.
 But it’s about much more than just weather, jokes or even apps. Users accessing 
data through the Hut34 Network are potential buyers with endless potential for targeted 
advertising.  The time for a distributed and monetised content platform like Hut34 is very 
much here. Accenture says the chatbot market will be worth US$1.86bn in 2020. Gartner 
thinks chatbots will power 85 percent of all customer interactions by the same year. 
McKinsey says the IoT market will be worth US$6.1tn by 2025, and PWC says AI will add 
US$15.7tn to the global economy by 2030. There’s no reason for small content or digital 
service operators to be left out.
 Hut34 is a platform agnostic, blockchain-based technology. Participation and growth 
on the Network will be fuelled by a system called Entropy which manages, secures and 
distributes payments seamlessly and provides the Network with its own cryptocurrency.
 Hut34’s proof of concept is operational today at hut34.io, and we’re launching an initial 
Entropy Token sale very soon to generate interest and kick things off.
 We wanted to know the future of managed micropayments for any content you want to 
monetise, so we decided to build it. Welcome to Hut34. n
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